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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUOTION
The original objective of this investigation was

to dis-

cover, if possible, the nature and extent of the changes which
occurred in the tissues of the human dental pulp when the various types of filling material commonly in use were placed in
the calcified structures of the teeth.

Shortly after the work

was started it seemed wise to include the effects of dental
caries and other forms of external irritation, such as abrasion, erosion, or traumatic injury, in the study of pulp
changes.

At

a still later date it became obvious that a

study of the related changes in the adjacent calcified tissues
would also have to be included while observing the pulp, in
order to have the histopathologic picture reasonably complete.
The human dental pulp has been the subject of much curiosity and interest, both in its normal and pathologic

state~.

Folklore teems with ludicrous and fantastic remedies for the
excruciating pain produced by an inflamed or decomposing pulp,
while the writings of the early physicians or dentists run it
a close second describing their earnest but bungling efforts
to provide relief.

As

scientific knowledge has gradually

grown, it is not the least remarkable that this tiny organ,
normally so well protected and entirely unfelt, should have
become the object of much study. and investigation.
1

2

In the past several decades the histology of the normal
pulp has been elaborately worked out.

Its mode of origin

from the original mesodermic tissues is thoroughly understood,
and its normal adult form has been minutely, even if somewhat
too idealistically, described.

Embryonal stellate or spindle-

shaped connective tissue cells have been shown to form the
most obvious bulk of the organ, lying in a matrix of gelatinoul
ground sUbstance and shot through with arteries, capillaries,
snd veins that are endowed with exceptionally frail endothelial walls.

The nerves, which uniquely identify the organ to

the laity, have been followed most carefully from their entrance at the apical foramina to their end arborizations between the odontoblasts and even into the dentin.

The odontO-

blasts themselves, though no longer burdened with dentin formation, have received much attention since they send out
their protoplasmic attenuations, the Tomes' fibers, into the
tubules of the dentin, thus linking the pulp with its surrounding structures.

And in recent years other, newly ob-

served structures have been dealt with, such as the histiocytes and other defense cells, found in the pulp as well as in
various. regions of the body, and the argyrophile fibers, now
thought to be primarily concerned with dentin development.
In addition, pathologists, and especially dental pathologists, have devoted much energy to the various aberrations
of the pulp.

The effects of acute and chronic inflammation

3

have been noted, along with the results of injuries and infections.

And in very recent years, much work has been started

in the direction of correlating these effects with whatever
causes may have ante ceded them.
It has long been known, especially clinically, that certain of the changes that occur in the pulp tissues take place
after dental restorations, such as fillings, have been placed
in the teeth.

Just what changes occur, and when and to what

extent had not been fully determined, so the present objective
was planned with that intention.

The writer will confess that

at the outset, particularly of the experimental work, he was
naive enough to hope that

a definite and different deformation

of the pulp cells would be observed under each type of filling
material, and that he would so be enabled to make a brilliant
report of startling findings to the profession.
Gottlieb has said,

Alas, as

"He who would eat of experimental bread

has a hard crust to chew!"

CHAPTER

I,

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

CHAPTER

I

One of the earliest and most colorful of genuinely scientific writings on the subject of the human dental pulp is to be
found in the Treatise £!! the Natural Hist017 and Diseases of
the Human Teeth by John Hunter, first published in 1771.
doscribes the pulp chamber under the heading,

He

IIOf the Cavity

of the Teethll, in this way:
"Every tooth has an internal cavity, 'which extends nearly the whole length of its bony part. It
opens or begins at the point of the fang, where it is
small; but in its passage it becomes larger, and
ends in the body of the tooth; the cavity at this
end is exactly of the shape of the body of the tooth
to which it belongs, and in general it may be said
that the whole of the cavity is nearly of the shape
of the tooth itself, larger, that is, in the body of
the tooth, and thence gradually smaller to the extremity of the fang; Simple where the tooth has but
one root, B.nd in the same manner> compounded when the
tooth has two or more fangs.
"This cavity is not cellular, but smooth in its
surface: it contains no marrow, but appears to be
filled with blood-vessels, and, I suppose, nerves,
united by a pulpy or cellular sUbstance. The vessels
are branches of the superior and inferior maxillaries
and the nerves must come from the second and third
branches of the fifth pair.
"By injections we can trace the blood-vessels
distinctly through the 'whole cavity of the tooth;
but I never could trace the nerves distinctly even
to the beginning of the cavity (12!25-26).1I
It is indeed remarkable that Hunter was able, with the
meager means at his disposal, to keep so accurately on the
narrow path of scientific thinking.

Amidst all the error and

5

superstition of his day, he found it possible to be simple
enough to stick to facts and describe what he had observed:
"This' cavity appears to be filled with blood-vessels ll (he had
seen them)
the known

lI

and, I suppose, nerves, (deduced presumably from

s~nsitiveness

stance (loc. cit.)."
to

of the organ) "united by a pulpy sub_

This is probably the earliest approach

the present term of

~

for this organ.

A little farther on in the same treatise Hunter gives the
first description of the formation of secondary dentin, laid
down in response to extreme abrasion, in a paragraph entitlea,
"0f the Cavity filling up as the Teeth wear down lt :
"A tooth very often wears down so low that its
cavity would be exposed if no other alteration were
produced in it. To prevent thiS, Nature has taken
care that the bottom part of the cavity should be
filled up by new matter in proportion as the surface
of the teeth is worn down. This new matter may be
easily known from the old, for when a tooth has been
worn down almost to the neck, a spot may always be
seen in the middle, which is more transparent, and
at the same time of a darker colour (occasioned in
some measurs by the dark cavity under it), and generally softer than the other. (Plate 1) Any person
may be convinced of the truth of these observations
by taking two teeth of the same class, but of very
different ages, one just completely formed, the
other worn down almost to its neck. In the last he
will observe the dark spot in the centre, and if as
much is cut off from the complete tooth as has been
worn off from the old one, the cavity of the young
tooth will be found cut through; and on examining
, the other its cavity will be found filled up below
that surface. Now this observation contradicts the
idea of the hole leading into the cavity of the toot
being closed up; and what is still a further proof
of it, I have been able to inject vessels in the cavities of the teeth in very old people when the alveolar process has been ~one, and the teeth very loose
in the gum (11:50-51).
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Elate 1. - Facsimile of Plate III , J ohn
Hunter, (12:121).
Figure s 25 and 26 are drawings of abraded teeth showing
t he dar ke r and more translucent secondary dentin filling the
space formerly occupied by the pulp chamber.

During the end of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth, the dental writers followed very large-

ly the fundamental ideas laid down by Hunter.

In the middle of

the nineteenth century, however, a new era of research was ushered in by the introduction of the compound microscope.

This

period has well been called the birth of modern histology.
Among the dental investigators of this time who wrote extensively on the early findings by the use of the microscope
was John Tomes who published A System of Dental Surgery in 1859
In it, in a long chapter entitled "The Dental Tissues", he describes the character of the dentin, as then understood, stating that up to that time the dentinal tubules were considered
by others, such as K811iker, to contain clear fluid during life

which, he says, Ilappeared to indicate so satisfactorily the offices of these canals, that the subject was regarded as one
which had been fully investigated (20:324 ).n

However, he fur-

ther observed that freshly denuded dentin was exquisitely sensitive while the dentin of a pulpless tooth was never so.
IIThese considerations indicate sufficiently clearlytl, he argues, "that the sensitiveness of the dentine is dependent upon·
its connection with the pulp of the tooth, and that it has no
inherent sensibility of its own hard tissue (20:326).11
Tomes anticipated some of our best modern research when
he added,. ItAfter a portion of dentine has been for some time
eXposed, or if the exposure be brought about gradually by the

8

sloW wearing away of the enamel, that acute sensitiveness which
has been described is not then found to exist.

In parts which

have been subject to the foregoing conditions, it will on examination be found that the dentinal tubules the peripheral extremities of which have been exposed, are more or less obliterated in some part of their course between the surface and
the pulp cavity (20:326)."
The obvious discrepancy of these facts with the notion
that the tubules contained only color fluid ("inasmuch as we
have no instance of sensation being manifested in a fluid") led
Tomes to investigate this subject further.

"I had", he an-

nounces, "little expectation of finding that one of the most
important points in dental structure had been overlooked, namely, that each dentinal tube is permanently tenanted by a soft
fibril (20:32'7)." (Plate 2.)

This was the first description of

the dentinal £ibrils which now so frequently are termed Tomes'
fibers.
In another work Tomes observed that in persons dying of
suffocation the dentin frequently was stained red, showing this
color through the enamel.

He deduced that the blood was de-

composed so that the pigment of the erythrocytes was free in
the serum.

"The tubuli of the teeth U , he says, 'Uthough too

small to admit the red globules of the blood, freely admit the
liquor sanguinis, and, if this be colored red, the tooth itself will necessarily take the same hue (2l:l20).tt

This shows

9

Plate 2 . - Facsimile of figure 125, Tomes, (20:330) .
It shows t he dentin at d, the odontobl a sts at b, and the
then newly discovered dentinal fibrils (Tomes ' fibrils) at c .

10
hOW

well Tomes had divined the permeability of the

dentin~

wbich has only recently been demonstrated experimentally.
He also brought out that caries of the dentin produced a
vital

reaction~

just central to the

translucent zone.

lesion~

consisting of a

"The dead is not separated from the living

part of the tooth", he

says~

"but it is circumscribed by the

consolidation of the living that is next to the dead (21:203)."
And a few paragraphs

later~

"Nature erects a

barrier~

more or

less perfect~ to save the pulp from irritation (21:205).11
Parther on he mentions the role of secondary dentin in
this respect also.
out the

disease~

IIAn attempt is made", he

states~

lito keep

by placing a barrier of secondary dentin be-

tween the pulp and the spot towards which the disease is advancing (2l:206)."
In 1869 C. Wedl published his excellent atlas of the Pathologie der ZRhne.

In it are sixteen

plates~

each with ten or

twelve engravings of exceedingly good quality.

Tvvo of these

are of particular interest, dealing with the formation of secondary dentin. (23:22).

The first shows a longitudinal section

of an upper cuspid which was highly abraded on its lingual surface and decayed on its labial surface.

In the incisal portion

of the pulp chamber secondary dentin is to be seen, and on the
labial Viall of the chamber a "corresponding •••• new-formation
of dentine 1's attached (23:23)."

The second shows a section of

an upper central incisor with proximal caries.

Wedl describes

11
"A new formation of dentine bending into the pulp-cavity and
united with the original dentine on the part corresponding to
the caries (23:24)."
In 1894 C. F. W. B8decker brought out his large Anatomy
~

pathologl

2!

~

Teeth.

A short chapter on the normal pulp

is smmnarized by the results:
III. The dental pulp is a variety of connective
tissue termed myxomatous, representing an embryonal
form of it. Some authors have called this form of
tissue lIadenoid lf , but this term is admitted to be
erroneous.
"II. The myxomatous tissue of the pulp is intermixed with a delicate fibrous connective tissue
in varying amounts.
11111. The pulp-tissue is traversed by a closed
system of blood-vessels, - viz., arteries, veins,
and capillaries. At least one artery is invariably
found in the pulp, and it is by no means of exceptional occurrence that the pulp contains several
arteries. Lymphatics in small numbers are also present.

"IV. The pulp-tissue is richly supplied with
nerves, which, in the shape of bundles of medullated
nerve-fibers, traverse the myxomatous tissue. Toward
the periphery of the pulp they lose their myelin
sheaths, become non-medullated, and, in the shape of
minute beaded fibrillae, branch between the odontoblasts.
ttV. The odontoblasts at the periphery of the
pulp are elongated protoplasmic formations with rows
of nuclei. They are medullary corpuscles such as we
see wherever a new tissue arises from a former one.
They build up the basis-substance of the dentine by
solidification (transformation into glue, and infiltration with lime-salts). The reticulum of living
matter traversing the odontoblasts remains unchanged
in the basis-substance of the dentine.
"VI.

The dentinal fibers originate between the

12
odontoblasts. Being formation of living matter~ the~
are in direct connection with the reticulum of living matter, ~~ first of the odontoblasts and afterward of the basis-substance of the dentine. The
connection between the ultimate nerve-fibrillae and
dentinal fibers is very probably an indirect one by
means of the intervening reticulum of living matter
(6:253-54)."
.
In a later chapter B8decker takes up the morbid anatomy
of pulpitis, describing acute non-purulent pulpitis, purulent
pulpitis, chronic pulpitis, chronic purulent pulpitis, and
gangrene of the pulp at considerable length. (6:397-411).

This

is followed by two chapters on degenerations and atrophies of
the pulp, which describe loosely the findings on calcifications of the pulp (plate 3);
8.nd

ossification of the pUlpll;

a process termed tfeburnification
"sclerosis tt of the pulp;

ticular atrophy, first ascribed to C. VJedlj
the nerves u •

re-

and natrophy of

The text indicates that much observation and

study had preceded its writing, but it also contains much material that is speculative and fanciful •. (6:412-31).

•

In 1903 W. D. Miller brought out much evidence in support
of the theory that the transparent zones in the dentin, first
described by Tomes (op. cit.) represented a truly vital reaction on the part of the dentin and not a

decalcification~

was commonly asserted at that time by some writers.

as

He

stressed, first of all, the necessity of correct interpretation of specimens and pointed out certain treacherous artefacts that closely resemble transparent dentin. (13:254).

He

, then described in detail experiments he had made with several

.....

13

·Plate 3. - Facsimile of figure 163,
C. F. W. B8decker, (6:293).
This shows a ground section of a tooth with the enamel,
E, abraded so as to expose the primary dentin , PD.

A deposit

of secondary dentin, SD, is shown in the incisal portion of the
pulp chamber.

14
acids in various dilutions in an attempt to produce transparen
zones artificially.
256-58).

1'hese failed, as he anticipated.

(13:

He also tells of attempts to make analyses of the

material taken from these zones, to show that they were not de
calcified.

The results from two series, one run by himself

B.nd one by a Dr. Jeserich, a Berlin chemist, show a slight excess of calcium present instead of a decalcification, in the
average of results.

(13:264).

Their methods of working were

minutely accurate for that time but would be crude by present
day standards of microanalysis.

That may be why Miller failed

to interpret the slight excess of calcium found (0.7%) as meanine; that these zones were actually hyperca1cified, as is believed nowadays.

.

G. V. Black, in his text-bOOk, Special Dental Patho10g1,
devotes fifty pages to the histology, functions, and diseases
of the dental pulp.

(4:235-85).

He ste.tes that lithe most

common diseases to which the dental pulp is liable are hyperemia and inflammation (4:248)."

To these he adds hypertrophy,

traumatisms, and calcifications.

Black raises objections to

extended classifications of inflammations of the pulp on the
grounds that they are distinguishable only microscopically and
not clinica1ly.(4:249).

He describes his long-fixed habit of

noting down the symptoms of diseased pulps along with the condition of the tissue he antiCipated finding, and his results
When he correlated these with the actual microscopic findings.
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1I:rv1y conclusion", he says, •••• "is that inflannnations of the
pulp in earlier stages can not be differentiated from hyperemia;

furthermore that it is impossible to determine from the

s~~ptomatology,

whether or not inflannnation exists in the pulp

(4: 250). tt

In the following chapter Black describes hyperemia, its
symptoms, the changes that occur in the blood-vessels ilvhen it
becomes more insistent over a prolonged period" and the sequelae, usually death of the organ by stagnation, called infarc-

(4:254-57).

tiona

In the next chapter he deals with inflannnation of the
due in most cases, as he says, to dental caries.

pul~

He describes

the pathologic changes, though not in any detail, microscopiC8.lly, and the symptoms and signs upon which to base diagnosis.

(4: 258-64).

The remaining twenty pages are devoted to the calcifications in the pulp chamber and their effects upon the pulp tissue.

He classifies calcifications into two main groups:

(1)

those attached to the walls of the pulp chamber and (2) those
free in the tissues of the pulp.

In the group of attached

calcifications he makes three distinctions:

(a) growths in

Which the tubules are continuous with the primary dentin, i.e.,
secondary dentin, (b) growths beginning as secondary dentin but
in Which the tubules progressively disappear, and (c) growths
~"hich

are non-tubular from the beginning.

He remarks that
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lIin any of these, calcospherites, or small nodules, which have
previously formed free in the tissues of the pulp may occasionally be included (4:265).11

It will be seen that this classif-

ication is followed closely by the more recent one of Euler
ano Meyer which will be considered presently.
In the group of free calcifications Black makes four distinctions:

(a) nodular formations, usually confined to the

bulbous (coronal) portion of the pulp, (b) fusiform calcifications, in the root portion of the pulp, (c) jointed calcifications in the root portion, and (d) more extensive calci1'ic
growths which fill up the pulp chamber and, more or less, the
canals, especially in molars.

(4:266).

In the discussion following this classification Black says
of secondary dentin, IIThese calcifications occur under many
conditions, most of wnich are abnormal.

They occur oftenest

•••• in cases of abrasion and erosion (4:269).11

He obviously
the
considers abrasion entirely pathological, contrary to/present
tendency to discriminate between physiological and pathological, or excessive, abrasion, for he states it as his conclusion from observations that lIextensive abrasion of the teeth
is in a degree hereditary (4:268). It
Black does reason that tithe physiological import would
seem to be that the growth of secondary dentin is a response
to irritation of the dentinal fibrils, and has a definite intention of placing the soft tissues of the pulp farther from
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the source of injury, and thus protecting it (4:268).tt

But

curiously enough he comes to the conclusion that secondary dentin formation is not ua local formation, confined mostly to
the protection of the pulp over the area which is threatened
by the injury to the dentinal fibrils", but is a generalized

formation in all of the teeth of the individual due to a reflex impression umade upon the nerve centers by the irritation
of the dentinal fibrils (4:269).t1

This error seems incredible,,),

coming from so good a scientist as Black, until one realizes
that all of his microscopic specimens were either dry ground
sections or sections of embedded pulps without the adjacent
dentin.
9_S

Had he been able to study decalcified sections, such

those described in the present investigation, he could not

have slipped into such a fallacy.
In discussing the effect of this secondary dentin formation on the primary dentin and enamel, Black says that while
the "secondary dentin may grow and narrow the pulp chamber
without affecting the dentinal fibrils· 1 , the dentin will die
if these fibrils drop out and a clear calcification begins.

(4:271).

Biologically this is true, of course.

vestigators often refer to this "dead ti'act".

Modern inBut in sharp

contradiction of present concepts Black says, "Those tubulesWhich are exposed to the saliva become filled and soddened with
the materials of decomposition which occur in the mouth, and
in time the whole of this area of dentin becomes softer than

-
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normal (4: 271 )~' He even adds that such softening of the dentin
"renders the enamel much more liable to break away from it "Chan
from heal thy dentin".
Oddly enough he goes on to observe that in central ground
sections through an area of exposed tubules, the tract they
occupy is darker by transmitted light.

(4:271).

He apparent-

ly never noticed that these same areas appear lighter by reflected light, as we shall see later, and he never dreamed
that they were harder, not softer, than the adjacent dentin.
In his discussion of the effect on the pulp, Black observes that as calcification increases in amount, the pulp degenerates and becomes "more distinctly fibrous until its structure is greatly changed.

As this goes on, the pulp usually

becomes insensitive and fails entirely to respond to temperature changes.

The condition is a more or less complete loss

of function by the pUlp.1I

He then immediately adds what seems

a gratuitous assumption, IIFinally death of the remaining portions of the pulp occurs (4:273)."
In writing of the free calcifications, Black discusses
his findings of them, as to the age frequency and their distribution in the pulp, and concludes that they can also strangle a pulp by their numbers.

He astutely observes, however,

that they occur oftener without painful symptoms than with,
and says that his studies "indicate that the growth of these
calcifications produces no particular symptoms (4:276}.tt
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Among modern investigators, the work of E. Wilfred Fish
of London is especially related to our present experiment.

Be-

sides research into the vitality of the enamel, with which we
have not concerned outselves, he has studied experimentally
the circulation of the tissue fluid in the dentin, between the
Tomes I fibers and the walls of the tubules (10:21-32), the
calcium metabolism of the dentin itself (10:33-50), the reactions of the dentin to peripheral injuries (10:51-61) (which"
h8S come to be included as part of our present investigation),
8nd the reaction of the dental pulp to peripheral injuries of
the dentin (10:62-77) (our original intended subject).
The larger part of Fishls work was done by means of experimentation on monkeys and dogs at Hale Laboratory, Royal
Dental Hospital, London.

Human material was used when possi-

-

ble for correlation, but not, of course, experimentally in
vivo. The findings and conclusions of Fish will be noted in a
later chapter along with the findings of our specimens.
An American research worker who has been able to discover
a great deal of information by a thorough study of ground sections of human teeth is Theodore B. Beust of
tucky.

Lo~isville,

Ken-

He has found that, not only in response to external

irritation but even as age advances, a consistent change takes
place in the dentin which he terms sclerosis.

(1:1060).

This

bardening consists of the filling up of the tubules with calcium salts so that they show darker than the. adjacent tubules
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bY transmitted light, due .to the more unbroken surface they
present. (1:1060).

Sclerosis may occur in isolated tracts,

Beust has found, especially when the peripheral ends of the
tubules of such a tract are exposed by any means, but with increasing age it tends to occur rather generally throughout the
dentin, beginning at the coronal surface and extending -in toward the pulp.

Since this occurs regularly and, apparently,

physiologically in teeth, Beust has given the term maturation
to the process.

(2:2186).

This study of sclerosis and densi-

ty changes in the dentin has recently become the center of
much interest because of the relationship between it and the
onset and progress of caries.

The findings of Beust will be

discussed again, in another chapter.
In the Pathohistologie der Zllhne by Herr:l8.nn Euler and Wil_helm Meyer of Breslau, G(srmany, there is a classification made
of the different forms of secondary dentin.

Their Class I is

that of secondary dentin which differs from the primary dentin
only by a slight angle of deviation that all the tubules make
in passing a given line, which demarcates the end of the primary.

(7:38). (Plate 4).

This is in sharp contradistinction

to the definitions of Fish, who would call this irregular dentin still primary.

Fish recognizes as secondary dentin only

that Which is laid down centripetally to an observed calcium
barrier, and which is not in fluid communication with the primary dentin, as that of Class I of Euler and Meyer undoubtedly
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D

lD

D

Plate 4. - Facsimile of figure 39,
Euler and Meyer, (8:41).
Irregular dentin, called Class I by the authors.
section is taken from an upper first molar.
tin, ID irregular dentin .

The

D is primary den-
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is.

(10:56).
Class II is given as the more wavy or irregular type of

sec,_,odary dentin with unusually abundant lateral anastomosing
br8nches. (7 :39).

(Plates 5 and 6).

Class III is shown as a type of secondary dentin wherein
the tubules are greatly reduced in

number~

bomogeneous or hyaline appearance.

giving it a more

(Plate 7).

This is teleo-

logically described as being a hurried and consequently rather
poorly formed structure.

(7:39-40).

This view is further sub-

stantiated by the occasional inclusion of an entire odontoblast
with its dentinal fibril still in the primary dentin.
44).

(7:43-

The few other odontoblasts that survive the original

stimulus or injury recover and extend with the new deposit,
forming the scattered tubules that it does contain, and ultimately lie adjacent to its inner surface.

(Plate 8).

Ac-

cording to the photomicrographs in their book, only this latter class would meet Fish's definition of true secondary dentin.

New dentin laid down without the prior formation of a

calcium barrier is called "additional primary dentin U by Fish
(loc. cit.).

(Plate 9).

Some interesting experimental research in the production
of secondary dentin is being done at the present time by B.
Orban and Joseph Weinmann, under the direction of Bernhard
Gottlieb at the University of Vienna.

Weinmann has shown that

by feeding rats high or even toxic doses of vitamin D he can
h------------------------------------------------------~
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Plate 5 . - Facsimile of figure 40, Euler and Meyer,
(6: 42).

This section shows Class II secondary dentin .
from an upper first bicuspid .
dary dentin .

It is taken

D is the primary, ID the secon-

The greater amount of branch ing of the tubules

can be plainly seen .
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Plate 6 . - Facsimile of fi gure 41,
Euler and Meyer, (8:42) .
This also shows Class II irregular de ntin .

A more 1,vavy

type of tubules with much lateral anastomosing is illustrated.
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])

ID

E.O.

Plate 7. - Facsimile of figure 42,
Euler and Meyer, (8:43) .
This illustrates these authors ' Class III irregular dentin .

D is the primary dentin , ID the secondary .

tion in number of the tubules is to be noted .

The diminu-

At E.O. an

odontoblast was covered and enclosed by the rapid formation of
new dentin .

-
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Plate 8. - Facsimile of figure 44,
Euler and Meyer , (8:44) .
Uppe r first molar .
blasts.

The irregular dentin encloses odonto -

D, no r mal dentin ;

PD, predentin;

toblasts enclosed in the predentin;

0, groups of odon-

P, pulp .
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Plate 9 . - Facsimile of figure 45,
Euler and Meyer, (8:45) .
Mesiodistal section of an upper central incisor .

Exten-

sive production of secondary dentin has followed abrasion of
the incisal edge .
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produC? a hypercalcification of the dentin.

(24:1216).

In

order to determine whether any such changes could be produced
bY local application of vitamin D he also cut deep cavities
in the teeth of dogs and sealed crystalline vitamin D (Calciferol) in the cavities with cement.

At the end of three months

a new layer of secondary dentin was produced in each tooth.
This new layer plainly showed over-calcification, indicated
by the excessively heavy staining it took.

(24:1218).

Vita-

min D, given per mouth to rats, has been shown to produce overcalcification of all hard tissues, and in this case its local
application had the same effect on the secondary dentin of
the dog.

(24:1219).

These zones of

~ver-calcification

correspond very closely

to the hypercalcific zone or barrier described by Fish as occurring between primary and secondary dentin.

(10:56-61).

The application of Calciferol caused this zone to be much more
pronounced.

Weinmann concludes that these experiments, up to

the present time, show that vitamin D can cause not only typical changes by way of general calcium metabolism, but also
local changes in the primary dentin, and further, that by its
use a wide, intensely calcified barrier may be produced.

(24:

1220) •

Orban has been experimenting on dogs, producing secondary
dentin by the application of varying percentages of paraformaldehyde.

When strong (50%) paraformaldehyde was placed on the

-
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surface of the' exposed dentin, the pulp tissue became inflamed.
(15:443-46)~

\Vhen, however, the paraformaldehyde was mixed

with zinc oxide in concentrations of 10 per cent or less and
the resulting powder made into a water-base cement, it could be
placed in a cavity having no pulp exposure and the pulp tissues
would remain vital, though showing microscopically some signs
of degeneration.

(15:316).

Vlhat was the more remarkable was

that gigantic deposits of secondary dentin developed in four
to nine months.

Cavities filled with plain cement or amalgam

were used for controls.
seen in plate 10.

The comparative results can easily be

The deposit of secondary dentin at B was

laid down in response to a 2 percent paraformaldehyde filling
which was in place for five months.

The control tooth, taken

from the same dog, contained an identical cavity Which had
been filled for the same period with amalgam.

Although the

pulps are identical in appearance, no secondary dentin is to
be seen.

(15:390).

Plate 11 shows two teeth from another dog.

In A plain

cement filling was placed and in B the cement powder was mixed
with 4 percent paraformaldehyde.

Both were left in place for

nine months.

The astonishing difference in results is instant-

ly apparent.

(15:395).

Orban has found that as high as 20 percent of paraformaldehyde may be used if removed within a day or less and plain
cement or amalgam substituted.

This will cause secondary den-
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b

13

Plate 10. - Facsimile of figures 6 and 7,
orban, (15 : 390} .
Figure 6 ( left) shows at B a heavy deposit of secondary
dentin in a dog 's tooth, resulting from a filling of cement con
t aining 2% paraforma1dehyde , placed in the cavity, a, for five
months .
Figure 7 (right) is a control tooth from the same dog .
The cavity, a, was filled wi th amalgam during the same peri od.
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d

c

A

B

Plate 11 . - Facsimile of figures 14 and 14 a,
Orban , (15 : 395) .
A shows a section of a dog ' s tooth which ha d had a cenlent
filli ng in the cavity for nine months .
B shows another tooth from the same dog whi ch had had a
fi l ling containing 4% paraformaldehyde for the same period .
cavity;

a,

d, line of demarcati on between the primary dentin and

the heavy deposit of secondary dentin;

c , pulp .

r
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,

tl'n production but not marked pulp degenera t'~on.

(15:434) •

It seems feasible to allow a percentage of 10 or less to re•
main in a cavity indefinitely. The experiment has been performed on nine dogs, using 210 teeth in all.

The effect on

human pulps and dentin is still open to investigation.
In Milan, Italy, two men have been carrying on extensive
research work on the pathology of experimental pulp lesions of
all kinds.

These Bre Professor G. Fasoli, director of the Den-

tal Institute of the University, and Silvio Palazzi, the present director of the Dental Institute of the University of
Pavia, who has worked under his direction there for the past
thirteen years.
Fasoli has experimented chiefly with silicate cements.

It

has been claimed that the damage to pulp tissues which so often
results from the use of these materials is due to a release
of free phosphoric acid from the filling after it 11as set.
Fasoli has found that this is not the case, because if a sensitive reagent, such as methyl orange, is used to detect phOs'phoric aCid, it is found that there is no trace of it free
after the silicate has set.

It is his opinion that the damage

is caused by a formation of soluble acid salts, because the
presence of such acid salts can easily be demonstrated chemically.

(9:226).

Fasoli reports a series of experiments made on dogs, ex~ending

p

over a period of from one to six months.

Experimental
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cavities were cut in the canine teeth (analogues to cuspids in
humans) and filled, some with silicate cement, others 'ilith oxyphosphate cement.

Untouched teeth were talten for controls.

He

states that under oxyphosphate cement fillings, regardless of
the depth of the cavity, there was a formation of secondary
dentin, with the number and size of the underlying odontoblasts
reduced somewhat.
ently unaltered.

Otherwise the pulps were intact and appar(9:234).

(Plate 12).

Under silicate cement fillings, however, Fasoli found a
much more marked reaction of the pulp.

(9:232) (Plate 13):

(a)

In the case of shal 1 OI:"l cavities there -lias extensive formation
of secondary dentin, and there was hyperemia of the pulp ,,-,i th
minute hemorrhages.

Cystic spaces YJere sometime s found in

the center of the pulp.
t}lf~re

(b)

In the case of deep cavities

hore extensive diffuse hemorrhages.

In some cases the

changes ranged in severity from hyaline degeneration of the
pulp to complete destruction.

(9:231-33).

These experiments

were made with many types or br8.nds of silicate cements including some of the most modern.

Fasoli sUTIll?1arizes his ob-

servations and conclusions as follows:
1.

Oxyphosphate cements do not damage the pulps in dogs'

teeth, even when placed in deep cavities.
2.

Silicate cements do cause severe pulp Changes.

In

deep cavities reticular and hyaline degeneration and beginning
pulp necrosis may be observed as soon as 30 or 40 days after

-
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Plate 12. - Facsimile of" figures 7 and 8 ,
Fasoli, (9: 234) .
Two dog's teeth containing cavities filled with oxyphosphate of zinc cement for six months .

The cavity on the right

was cut somewhat deeper than that on the left .

Both show sec-

ondary dentin, SD, formed in response to the injury of the
cavity preparation .

Otherwise the pulp remained normal .
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,Plate 13 . - Facsimile of figures 3 and 4,
Fasoli , (9:232).
Two dog ' s teeth containing cavities filled with silicate
cement fillings for five months .

Besides the deposit of sec-

ondary dentin , SD, the pulp on the left shows marked hyperemia ,
hemorrhages in the odontoblastic layer , and a serous space in
the center of the pulp .

The pulp on the right shows diffused

miliary hemorrhages with large infarcts t oward the left and a
1 rge serous space in -the center with centrifugal compress ion
of the surrounding pulp tissue .
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~s

poisons to the dog's

in

t~e

pulp~

causing hyperemia and hemorrhages

pulp·with various forms of degeneration and finally

necrosis.

He terms these conditions~ "hemorrhagic pulpitiS"j

no bacteria are present.

(18:257).

Recently Stafne and Szabo of the Mayo
ter,

Minnesota~

c~lcifications

genographs.

Clinic~

at Roches-

have published results of research on pulp
done by consulting the files of dental roent-

They brought out that pulp

been the subject of so much

discussion~

nodules~

which have

are found in teeth of

ne8rly half of essentially normal patients.

(19:163).

reduced their findings from 500 patients to two tables.
first listed many

diseases~

disease with lithiaSiS,
~nd

They
The

including cholecy'stic and renal

arthritis~

and trifacial

neuralgia~

figures stating how many of the patients suffering from

each disease had pulp nodules and how many did not.
ductions made from this

tablen~

is their

conclusion~

"Any de"must be-

that pulp nodules are probably not important as etiologiC factors in the production of systemic disease (19:163)."
The second table was made to show the

possibility~

if

any~

of these nodules being associated significantly (that is to say
broadly, as a result rather than as a cause) with disease elseWhere than in the dental pulp.

This table gives the number of

cases studied, starting with 200 "essentially normal lf and continuing, in most

cases~

with 100 cases each of the various dis-

eases, and gives the percentage of cases

~

pulp nodules in

I
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'e8.ch instance.

This is 46%' for the normal and ranges from 42%,

(renal lithiasis) to 57.1% (acromegaly) for the different dise8.ses.

The authors state that the significance of these rather

small variations "is largely problematic (19:163).11
C. F. B8decker (son of C. F. W. B8decker) and Applebaum
n8.ve written recently on the variations in permeability of the
dentin.

Much of B8decker's work~ like that of his father~ lies

in the realm of

speculation~

and the paucity of his data some-

times makes his deductions very questionable.

In this article

he sums up three views extant concerning the reaction of the
dentin due to peripheral injury:

(1) the vital reaction, or

the sclerosis of the dentin due to an activity on the part of
the fibrils, (2) the death of the fibrils in the affected
tubules, leading to their encapsulation by secondary dentin
centrally and sclerosis of sound tubules laterally (B8decker
a.scribes this theory to Fish, but, as will be shown

later~

Fish also includes the first in his presentation), and (3) a
metamorphosis, or change, in the nature and permeability of
the affected dentin.

(5:1178-79).

He commits himself to the

latter theory, saying that trWe believe that many fibrils in
such areas have undergone a fatty metamorphosis, thus filling
the tubules with fatty-gaseous casts (5:1180)."
In discussing the zones to be found in the dentin under a
carious cavity, i.e., the transparent zone, the "dead tract" of
tubules (according to Fish), and the secondary dentin, he makes
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one important observation" well supported by the evidence.
Namely that the oft-described transparent zone actually consists of two zones" an outer decalcified one and an inner
bypercalcified one.

(5:24).

He submits the results of dif-

ferent tests to prove this" one of the best being a comparison of a photomicrograph of a ground section of a tooth made
by

transmitted light and a roentgenograph of the same section

enlarged to identical over-all dimensions.

By transferring

the sharp line in the roentgenograph (plate 14, IL) where the
decalcification ends to the photomicrograph (plate 14"

~),

it

may be seen that this precisely divides the translucent zone
in the latter in two parts.

This shows that only the inner

part of this zone is hypercalcified, while the outer part is
actually completely decalcified.
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Plate 14 . - Facsimile of figures
10

nd 11, C. F . BBdecker and Applebaum, (5:24).

The left shows a

roentgenograp~

of a section of a cuspid.

The decalcified area is sharply bounded where the arc is drawn
in ink .

The right is a photomicrograph of the same magnifica-

tion of the same ground section .

By a transfer of the ink

line, it may be seen that the decalcificati on ends in the trans
parent zone, TZ , inste ad of a t its edge .

CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

CHAPTER I I

As a first step toward determining the reactions of the
pulp, a record sheet was composed and printed (plate 15) in
such a way that the person engaged in obtaining specimens coul
gsther

accur~te

and exact information about a number of points

in the history of both the patient and the tooth.

All the pos-

sibilities or alternatives in each item were printed out with
little ballot squares oPPosite, so that only a check mark was
needed to complete the notations.
Junior students were assigned each day to watch in the
extraction room of the college clinic for suitable teeth.
They were instructed to retain only teeth that had vital pulps,
dental restorations, and that could be obtained with a satisfactorily complete history from the patient.

The kind and age

of the restoration, the designation of the tooth itself, whether or not it had been sensitive to chemical or thermal changes
and if so when, were noted on the chart.

A roentgenograph was

taken before the extraction, and after the tooth had been removed the apical one-third of the root was cut sharply off to
give the fixing fluid better access to the pulp tissue.

The

tooth was then dropped into either 10% formalin solution or
Zenker-formol, whi c11

ViaS

al so recorded.

In this manner one hundred and twenty-five teeth were
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Research

In

Tissue Changes of Vital Pulps
CASE HISTORY

SERIAL

1.

No... . .............. ,

PAT IENT
T lt~::'''''lfo:NT ~w C\VI TV

Full Name

j)i !"infectinn:

None
i\ le rcuric chlMid ".
Silver nilr:l tc .
Phenol

Address ....... .... . •..•.

.0

.. .... 0
.. .. 0

.............. 0
.. ...... . 0

Teleph one.

2.

N (1I1 e

0:-.:yphos.
V:lrnish

GENERAL COND ITION OF MOUTH

Caries

.. Ahscn l O. Slight D . Ext ellsive 0
. Ahsent O. Slight O. Extcll si\'(' 0
. Ahsent O . Slight D, E x tcn::i\'c 0
.. Ahse nt O . S li ght D . Ext cns;\'c 0
. .. . Absent O. S lig ht O. ExtclIs;n' 0

Deposi ts
Ah ra sion

Erosion
Hypoplasia .

3.

Cnvlry lining:

Scx .. , ..... ~ID. F O

Age.

Ct'Il1CIII

. ...... 0
.. 0
· ...... 0

~1.\/l:II·L' '-\TIO.N Of' ~1.\ n:R I j\ LS

I:-I DIVIDUAL TOOTH
HISTO RY OF PUI. I'

!'i licale ceme nt :
Thick mix ..
'l'lIi1lIl1i :-.: . . '

..0
.. .. 0

O :-.: yphusphat c CCII1l'Tlt:
Thick mix "
Thin mi x ...

... 0
..0

AmatJ.,"':J.Ill:

Thcrm osCll si\i\'c:
Never .
F or short period ., .
At time of extraction ..
Chemically sCllsitivc .
Sensiti ve La pe rclIss io n

Wvtr

.... .0
. .. 0
. . ... . .. 0

c(l ll(h' n~t'(1

\\' il h cxct.'ss 1111.: n.:nry .
5.

...... 0
.. 0

L.\IIU I': .\TORY T ECII NIC

,. Yes D. No D

....... YcsO.N" O

T " I' ~: OF RESTQlt AT10N

S ilicat e c('m ent
Oxyph os phalc CClllcl1l •
Amalgam.
Gold inlay .
Gold foil.
Shell cro wn
Th ree-q uart er crow n ....... .. . . • • .
Age o f Rcstor:tt iu n

4.

EXPER IME NTAL
D~: I'T II OF

· .. 0
.[j

.. ..... 0
.0

o. LAIlOR .ITORY

F I KD I ~GS

.. ...... 0
.... 0

..0

FII. I.I ~GS

c,wl'I'v:

· .... 0
.. ....... 0
.. ....... 0

S hallow
M edium.
Oeep .
1-ll sl'Oltv Ot" CA VIT Y:

Normally sensi ti ve .......••
HYIJC rScnsitivc .

Plate 15.

.. .. 0
.. ... 0

Repro duction of the history shee t

used i n collecting human specimens e
origin 1 blank measured 1111

X 8 ~1f
:2

•

,---,...- - - - - - - - - - ,

,
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collected, by st.ud,ents, my various e.ssociates, and myself.

On

tree occasions we were lortunete enough to be able to pluce
f:Ulings in vi tal teeth of patients some weeks before t.nose
~f:'le

teeth nere extracted.

The delay involved i,:b,de tili s pro-

c.:3(:hlre insuperably difficult, or

'ile

should have experimented

further in this way.
Since i'e v,ere denied hum8n material, hOllevel', '\.'e made
use of canine.

Experimental work on animals is

al~ays

open to

c:dtieisIn on tbs basis that we hs.ve no positive assurance that
£\

given expeJ:'imental result in the labors tory animal is neces-

s[rily p8r.alleled by

8.

like result in the human tissue.

This

is undeniably a sound objection, but we hEd the hope that
stould there be certain definite changes observable after our
exr;"3riments, tlley

,,'i{:~ht

then be corroborated by

sir"il~'.r

changes

in our collection of human pulps.
Accordingly we opsr2ted on four dogs, placing

t~em

in a

rrofound n8rcosis by means of injections of morphin flnd scopolf'i!nin, 8nd Y'Jorking on their teeth by Inetnou.s as nearly like
clirical procedure on hume.ns as vIas possible.

Class V cavities

were prepnred on the labial or buccal surfaces of many of the
teeth on one side of thB mouth.
untouched for control.)

(The opposite side was left

These cBvities were

st~rted

with

mo:Lst, sharp, carborundum stones and finished with steel burs,
eYDctly as would be done in the mouth.
to overheat the tooth structure.

Great care was used not

Amalgam fillings, both vvell
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e.nd poorly condensed, silicate cement fillings, mixed both

I

:thick and thin, oxyphosphate of zinc cement, also mixed variously, gold foil fillings, and gold inlays were placed in the
o9.vi ties.

An occasional cavity was left entirely open, and

several drugs were sealed in deep cavities on moist dressings.
The dogs were kept alive for several weeks and were then
e.g 8in narcotized and a few more fillings were placed, on the
S8.me side of the mouth as before.

Thus, when .the animals were

dispatched a few weeks later, we had two groups of teeth in
ee.ch dog which had contained fillings for two different periods
of time.

About twenty teeth were filled in each dog.

As a

rule it is very difficult to extract dogs' teeth without fracturing them.

The resistance of the period.ontal structures is

greater than that of the tooth structure itself, so that practically all anterior teeth break if one attempts to extract
them.

For this reason it is necessary to saw the teeth apart,

allowing part of the surrounding bone and soft tissue to remajn with each tooth.

It was feared that the time lost from

the time a dog was killed till the teeth were sawn apart and
especially till the fixing fluid had reached the pulp tissue
would be so great that a precise fixation of the minute cellUlBr arrangement of the pulps might not be possible.

And more,

ther'e was the great possibility that the fix ing fluid, hav ing
to diffuse through solid tissue and then into the tiny apical
foramina of the teeth, might never reach the pulp in sufficient
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lus.ntity to fix it adequately.
So a method was devised for reaching every minute p8.rt of
jhe tissues of the entire head with the fixing agent at the

lns tant of death:
~ingstands,

Two glass funnels were erected securely on

the one containing warm physiologic saline solu-

jion, the other Zenker-formol.

These were fitted with rubber

jubes and pinch-valves, and united by a glass y-tube to flow
~nto

a common rubber tube.

(See

dlagram~

plate 16).

By manip-

dation of the valves, either of the two solutions could be

18de to flow down out of the common duct.
~tube

Below this another

divided the stream again and two long rubber

tubes~

with

ralves, were sttached with glass canulae at their ends.
When the dog was deeply anesthetized, an incision was made
m each side of the nec}{ and both the common carotid arteries
.nd the internal jugular

~eins

exposed.

Then the valve under

he funnel of saline solution was opened and the liquid allowed
o fill all the tubing, excluding every bubble of air.

Next a

emostat was clamped on one of the carotid arteries and a longi
ldinal incision made in the artery wall distad the hemostat.
1e of the canulae ',vas placed in the incision, pointing distall
1d securely tied in place.

The same was done with the other

tnula and the opposite carotid.

During the time consumed with

lis part of the experiment, the vertebral arteries, of

course~

'ovided a sufficient blood supply to the brain to maintain
fee
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Plate 16. - Diagram of apparatus used for fixation
of pulp tissues of animals.
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Then, as nearly simultaneously as was possible, the juguars were cut, the valves of the canulae opened, the carotids

ut between the hemostats and the insertions of the canulae,
nd the hemostats removed.

In this way the saline solution

assed by force of gravity (the funnels were about 150 centieters above the dog's head) into the common carotid arteries
nd through their entire capillary bed.. which of course include
11 of the anterior part of the head, while the blood ahead of
t

Y!as being washed out through the jugular V5eins.

The free

paning of the proximal ends of the carotids allowed the blood

ressure to fall so rapidly that no blood couilid come forward

rom the vertebral arteries, by anastomosis, to the region of
he jaws.
The effect was most spectacular.

One would scarcely be

repared to believe that all of the various colors and shades
f the tongue, gingivae, and cheeks were caused solely by the

:)lor of the blood beneath the surface showing through, but
lch proved to be the case.

As the warm saline solution

)ursed through the vessels, wasning the blood out of arteries,
rterioles, capillaries, venules, and veins, in sequence, the
lssues assumed the utter whiteness of fine bleached linen.
lis 1J'TaS maintained only for a matter of seconds, until it was
~rtain

~lve

that every trace of blood had been removed.

Then the

under the nearly empty funnel of saline solution was

Losed and simultaneously the one under the fixing fluid opened

r
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zenker-formal is a brilliant yellow from the potassium dichrom::te it contains, and consequently, as soon

I3.S

it passed into

tl'e tissues, there was a quick change from their extreme pallor
to a vi vi.d color closely resembling a severe jaundice.
By the time the fixing agent reached the brain, if not
before, the dog was dead, and it only remained to dissect out
t~e

two jaws and cut the teeth apart.

The completeness of the

fixation could oe seen macroscopically in the deep structures
01"

the glands and bone marrow, where everything was uniformly

yellow.

Such an ef:t'ect could scs.rcely have been achieved by

weeks of soaking tbe 1711.01e jaws in a fix ing solution.

The one

objection to the method is that all vessels are utterly devoid
of blood cells in the finished specimens.
All of the teeth, both human 2nd canine, were decalcified
in 5% nitric acid, embedded in celloidin, end sectioned, stained, and mounted in the usual manner.

-
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Included in the human specimens collected for the investig9tion vlere several which were without dental restoration and
could so be used for controls.

In the collection of specimens

in the Resenrch Department of the Chicago College of Dental
surgery, Dental Department of Loyola University, a great many
more normal human teeth were available for study and comparison
elso.

In the introduction of this thesis it was forementioned

quite deliberately that while the normal histology of the pulp
hed been carefully studied, its description was somewhat too
idealistic.

This, in fact, constituted our first major observa-

tion.
In laying out a study of divers deviations from a normal,
the primary considerntion, obviously, is to establish that norlip-,l.

In this case, hov,ever, the

n~ore

pulps were stuciied the

more the supposed normal became vague and ill-defined.
t:~ocLox

The or-

text-book description of a hUID[:.n dem:;al pul:p vms answered

by so few specimens that they stood out as rare exceptions and,
by very definition, the antithesis of normal.
8Dr1

19 show such a normal pulp;

incUvidual (8 ye9.rs).

it

ViaS

Plates 17, 18,

taken i'rom

D

very young

But even in tnis specimen, in other

slides of the series, slight traces of degeneration, so called,
could be found.
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Plate 17 . - Phot omicrograph of a normal human pulp .

D, dentin;
sels;
cells).

0 , odontobl a sts;

N, nerves;

V, blood-ves-

P, pulp cells (stellate embryonal connective tissue

-
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Plate 18 .

Higher magnification of the

pulp shown in plate 17 .
The dark area to the left is dentin .
N, nerv e s;

V, blood-vessels;

0, odontoblasts;

P , pul p cells .

-
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Plate 19. - Higher magnificat ion of the
pulp shown in plate 18 .
N, nerve;

V, blood-vessels (c apillaries);

cyte s ( red blood corpuscles);

P, pulp cells.

E, erythro-
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Ordinarily tne teeth of adults and older persons (although
tlJere are occasionally curious anachronisms) show many involutionary changes in the pulp tissues and the calcified structures as well.

To call all of these abnormal or pathologic

viOuld nOl?! seem reduced to an absurdity.

The thymus gland atro-

phies at puberty, by twenty many people find a few gray hairs,
by thirty a few vJ'rinkles put in their appearance, at forty the
female sexual function begins to "Ivane, by fifty the accommodation of the lens of the eye is reduced, by sixty the bones are
brittle, the blood pressure high, all functions slowed, and at
64.4, by life insurance averages, we die, from one cause or another.
All of these changes are in the direction of declination.
Tbey are all involutions or degenerations, if one cares for
that term.

But

least, normal.

t~ley

[.re all undeniably physiologic or,

B.t

In like manner it seems necessary to consider

most of the c{.;.anges and so-called degenerations of the pulp as
perfectly normal.

In t:l:1e follow:ing pages VIe shall discuss these

cbanges, both of the pulp tissues and then of the hard tissues,
one at a time, taking up the relationship, or lack of it, with
dental restorations as each separate item is considered.
1.

Reticular atrophy of the pulp

Reticular atrophy of the pulp is a cnange in structure of
I

~

the entire ol"gan vvD.ereby the compact formation of the connec-
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tive tissue cells is thinned out, so to speak, giving a section
of pulp tissue a net-like (reticular) appearance.
Reticular atrophy was observed in more than half of the
rJ).rr.an pulps studied, more often in the pulps of older individnels but also occasionally in young ones.

In older pulps it

tends to appear in a more advanced stage, as coarse reticular
atrophy, Ylhereas in younger pulps it more often will not even
involve the entire organ but be limited to a small area, such
os a pulp horn.
20.

A typical instance of this is shown in plate

Reticular atrophy is arbitrarily divided into a fine and a

coarse form.
coarse.

Plate 21 shows the fine type and plate 22 the

Both are magnified the same amount, which makes the

difference in the size of the tlmesh tl instantly apparently.
T~ey

represent an earlier and a later stage of this type of de-

generation.
This sort of etrophy is unique with the dental pulp.

It

re·oresents the characteristic diminution in size of an organ
v.'ith udv8ncing age, but ui th one strikiEg peculiarity.
oeJ.osX'

Where

organs simply shrink in volume as they atrophy, the pulp,

being attached on all its peripheral surface to the surrounding
unyielding Clentin, is obliged to do its shrinldl1g at the expens
of its density insterd of ii.;S volume.

Consequently, the more

it utrophies the scs.ntier its parenchyma becomes, u1til eventURlly it may consist of only a few scattered strands of live
connective tissue vJith

t;t

few blood vessels and nerves, vvith
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Plate 20 . - Reticular atrophy of the pul p .
Pulp taken from a lower molar of a boy 18 ye ars old .

The

Doth had been f il led with amalgam approximately eight ye ars

nd

was also affected by superficial caries .
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<Plate 21 e

-

Fine reticular atrophy of the pulp .

Any shrinkage of the pulp must be at the expense of its
Imp ctness, since its volume remains fixed by the walls of
le pulp chamber .

~he
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Plage 22. - Coars e ret icul ar atrophy of the pulp .
The magnification is the same as for plate 21, so that
difference in size of the vacuoles is easily seen .

~p aces

are filled with fluid intra vitam .

fo odontobl asts remain .

These

D is the dentin .
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tissue fluid in the spaces included between them.

Clinically

8'/ch a pulp is unresponsive, but it is emphatically an adeq'clctely serviceable pulp since, as vIe snaIl see later, t.here is
sO little true vitality left in such a tooth for the pulp to
f~eside

over, and is normal in a' tooth of an aged person.

If

it be f:mnd in a tooth of a younger individua1b, it must still
be considered as hsrmless;

it is in a like category with pre-

rn:d:;urely gray hair.
Reticular atrophy of the pulp, in any stage, is not observed to occur more frequently in teeth with fillings or other
(Jental restorations than in intact teeth.

On the contrary, the

evidence points to a non-relationship.
2.

Vacuolar degeneration of the odontoblasts

Another tissue change of a similar character that freqlJ.ently occurs along
eration of
Jc,~,

t~e

Vi.!. th

reticular atrophy is vacuolar aee;en-

odontoblasts.

It was found to be present to at

st a sliGht degree in the maj ori ty of the human specimens.

!J,h3 l"eticulnr etl'opllY it represent.s
i~ed by 8.ccU!m.J.l~'"tions

8.

degener.c;tion character-

of tissue flu:td between cells, but in

this instance the peripher&l cells of the
lJl~·

sts, G.re tbe one s involved.

m~lp,

the odonto-

The term vfetcuolar de;2;enera tion

odontob1Ststic le.yer is given to this involutionary
cb:mge because fluid collects in the si te of the odontoblasts,
fOl"ming tiny vacuoles.

(Plate 23).

The se vacuoles appear to

-
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Plate 23 . - Vacuolization of the odontoblastic layer .
This shows a pulp horn of an upper first molar which conined an amalgam filling for ten years .
,odontoblasts;

V, vacuoles .

D, dentin;

P , pul p;

-
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Plate 24 . - Vacuolar degeneration of the odontoblasts .
This shows how the odontoblasts may be grouped together
tnd pulled slightly away from the dentin .
racuoles .

D, dentin;

V,
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(7: 1022-23 ) •
Cysts of the pulp are very rare;
even question their reality.

in fact some inves"tiga-

Hill, among others, thinks

tl:e\T are merely·artefacts arising during and after fixation in
tIle technical procedure of preparing the specimens. (11:828-29).
A 0"reful examination of plates 25 and 26, however, le8.ds to

thJ countAr criticism ths,t it is difficult to account for one
vEry l::,rge shrinkage space in a specimen where all the rest of

the tissue is so well fixed.
The most freq-:"lent site of these cysts is in one of the
pulp horns

(plate 25) I " al though they occur elsewhere along the

periphery of the pulp or even in the substance of the organ itself (plate 26).

Euler has pointed out that they must be dif-

fep!::nti8.ted from old. abscesses of the pulp and that they are
~ithout

clinical

rr~ley

s~nptoms.

(7:1030).

are not numerous in our specimens, but the

(~vidence

weiShs against t.he thought that they might grow in size to the
point of C8.USLle; death of the pulp.

TJ:Jere is apparently no

reJationship between the occurrence of these cysts and the
presence or absence of dental restorations.
4.

Calcifications in the pulp

Everyone who h!3S studied dental pulps ul1.().er the microSC09G

is famili8.r yJi th the various masses of ealeifi cation so

fpequently found in them.

They are called pulp stones or pulp·
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Plate 25 . - Cyst of the pulp.
Photomicrograph of

a' pulp horn of a lower second molar

)f a young woman 22 years old .

for three years .

P, pulp ;

C, cyst .

It had carried a gold inlay

There was also recurrent cari e s.

D, dentin;
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Plate 26. - Pulp cyst.
D, dentin;
~en

P, pulp;

C, cyst.

At V there may also be

extensive vacuolar degeneration of the odontoblasts .
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nodules or denticlas.
of

Q

Most of these calcifications are either

generally rounded shape, laid down in successive lamina-

tions like a pearl (plate 27), or they are of a jagged, irregup.l'

shape, often roughly spindle-shaped.

termed diffuse fibrillar calcifications.

The latter may be
(Plate 28).

Occas~on-

9.!.ly denticles are observed which show a tubular structure similar to that of irregular dentin.

These are frequently called

t:cue denticles and are often fairly large and nearly alvvays
s.ttached to the vvalls of the pulp chamber.

Calcifications 'V7ith-

out tubular structure are then called false denticles.
In studying these formations, particular attention was
given to the frequency of their occurrence.

It is the usual

belief that they are far less common than is actually the case,
end they pre freqc"ently blamed as tbe etiologic' factor of tic
douloureux, obscure neuralgias, or elusive cases of pulpitis.
'I''-crefore, in order to secure as wany datil as possible, an
2~tual

count

~as

made, using not only the pulps with clinical

:nistories collected especially for this investigo.tion, but
utilizing many more that were available in the laboratory collection.
In compiling this material histologic sections of 164
teeth were examined aDd in eech case the designation of the
tooth itself __ that is, which particular tooth of the denture
it

liaS

__ ,

the history available, the number of sections, the

condition of the tooth, TIhether abraded, decayed, artificially
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Flate 27 . - Denticle or pulp nodule .
This photomicrograph shows the concentric lamellations

f this type of calcificat ion .

-
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Pl ate 28 . - Diffuse fibrillar c al ci f icat ion of
the pulp .
Extensive c a lcificat ion of an otherwise i nta ct pulp .
dent in;

0, normal odontobl as ts;

C, calcific ati on s.

D,
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ctlt., or intact, the condition of the pulp, whether intact or

e~Dosed

and inflamed, and the type of pulp, whether juvenile,

, or senile, were recorded on a chart. In addition it
dult
W9.
noted for each one whether or not secondary dentin was

e.

f3

present t:'cnd then whether diffuse fibrillar calcifications,
mieroscopic denticles or macroscopic denticles (plate 29) were
visible.

It seemed important for this study that the latter

division be made, because most studies of pulp nodules heretofore have been n",ade on the basis of roentgenographic evidence
s.lone, so that a compe.ri son was needed to show the reln tionship
between the actual number of pulps containing calcifications
8.nd.

the number of such calcifications that· might have been de-

termined by roentgenographs alone.

In making this distinction,

it should be remarlced, all benefit of doubts
ter.

ViaS

given the lat-

Some of the nodules recorded as macroscopic, or roentgen-

OGraphically visible, were so small that an exceptionally sharp

i~age TIould be needed to reveal them.
Of the total number of teeth examined, 33 \"Jere incisors,
25 cuspids, 28 bicus i;ids, and 78 molars.

Of the 33 incisors,

28 shov18d calcificat,ion.s of some sort microscopica.lly, of the

25 cus,.,ids, 23, of t:t1e 28 bicuspids, 22, and of' the 78 mo1

rs

9
.

,

?O, me,king a totnl of 143 s},o1:ving calcifications out of the
164 speciElsns.

rrhis is

~:,p[)roximatelY

87.2)0.

concluded from thiS, however, that nearly
of these bodies.

l3~

It must not be
of teeth are free

The nur:1ber of sections availc.blG from e8.ch
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.Plate 29 . - Large denticle in a lower molar .
Such a calcification would be disti n ctly visible roent~no g raphically .

It has formed by the coal escence of several

na ller nodules of the type shown in plate 27 .
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8n0cimen varied from a single section in two cases to as high
98 39 in one instance, but the arithmetic average was only 13
sections per tooth.
8'1

unbroken series.

In no case was the entire pulp retained in
On the contrary, the average total thicl{-

ness of the 13 sections was only 0.325 millimeters,
~~~:,obably

Dulp.

~hich

is

less than one-tenth the entire width of an average

Moreover, the given sections from a particular tooth

pere almost never in perfect series;

sometimes they represent-

ed widely separated planes of the same pulp.

How important

t':is point is will be realized when it is pointed out that more
than once, in a set of sixteen or twenty sections, a conspicuous denticle would. be visible in only one section, while all
the others contained none whatever.

And since calcifications

show no predilection Ilhatever for anyone region of the pulp
c11amber, it can be readily understood that th.ere vms a hazard
of more tl1an 10 to 1 of missing calcifications when they were
nresent.

Arguing from such a basis it seems probable that

only very few teeth Gould be reasonably expected to be entirely
free of them.
The high incidence of pulp calcifications is not the only
relrarkEble thing about them, however.
is equally surprising.

Their age distribution

Calcification is essentially a chc,rac-

teristic of mature or even decadent tissues.
sociated
ment

1,~ihere

It is usually as-

except, of course, in normal bone 8.nd tooth develop·
its physiological purpose is obvious -- '{ii th a de-

II~--------------.

II
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creased blood supply and a lessening of function.

Denticles do

occur in increasing numbers as the age of the patients advances,
but what is unexpected is that they should occur in the very
young at all.

Concretions elsewhere in the body do not, but

here is the exception.

Not only have denticles been observed

in impacted teeth (plate 30) and young teeth (plate 31), but
fhey have been found in teeth not yet ful.ly formed (plate 32).
But to go farther, they have even been found in deciduous teeth
(iJlate 33) and, most remarkable of all, in the tooth-like structures of dermoid cysts (plates 34 and 35).
The etiology 01' these nodules, so far from being explained
by these findings, is rendered more obscure than ever.

Their

excessively high incidence a.lmost precludes calling them abnormal, and yet their presence serves no apparent purpose but
hos, in the past, actually been considered a detriment.

latter view becomes increasingly hard to accept.
denticles are iound

i~

This

And since

virtually all teeth, obviously there can

be no evident connection between them and c:ental restorations
of nny kind.

In observing our slid.es, no more denticles were

apparent in teeth with rillings tnan in those wlthout.
Stafne and Szabo, as mentioned in the second chapter, have
eione considerf:'~ble \':ork in studying the corre1n. tion, if any, betYieen the presence of these bodies and the presence of disease
elsevfhere in the body, and conversely, the possibility of systemic disease being responsible for the presence of the nodules.
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Plate 30. - Denticle in the pulp of an impacted tooth.
A pulp taken from an impacted lower third molar;

3 years old.

patient

The pulp is of a juvenile type with virtually

) degeneration.

D, denticle.
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Pl ate 31. - Calcifications in juvenile pulp .
Normal young pulp .

lcifications .

0, intact layer of odontoblasts ;

C,
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Pl ate 32. - Denticle in tooth not fully formed .
This shows a buccolingual section of the mandible of a

Lild of 11 years .

A is the second deciduous molar and B the

lerupted second bicuspid, the root of which is still forming .
ename l;
~ stinct ly

D, dentin;
seen .

P, pulp;

and at C a denti cle may be
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Plate 33 . - Denticle in a deciduous tooth .
Buccolingual section of part of the maxilla of anll year
ld child .

A is the first deciduous molar;

f the first bicuspid .

B is the crown

At C there is a typical denticle in

he pulp of the deciduous tooth .
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Plate 34 . - Calcifications in the pulps of teeth
found in a dermoid cyst of the ovary .
"All and liB" are fairly true tooth forms taken from a der-

IDid cyst .

E, enamel (lost by decalcification);

I, bone resembling the alveolar bone;

D, dentin ;

C, capsule of the cyst .

lb.e teeth are erupting from the inner surface of the capsule

.nto its lumen.

x marks calcifications of the pulp tissue .
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Plate 35

- Calcifications in the pulp of a tooth
from a dermoid cyst of the ovary .

This tooth is more irregularly formed than the teeth in
a te 34, but the elemental tissues are just as well formed .
dentin;
ne at R;

E, enamel, showing resorption and replacement by
P, pulp, showing a l arge number of calcifications;

cy st capsule.
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Their conclusions were that the evidence in favor of either
ide8 was negative or, at best, extremely meager.

(H1:163).

Tlleir observations vrere all made on the basis of roentgenogrephs, so that only macroscopic denticles could be counted.
}<~ven so, they found them surprisingly common,

stating tnt;t they

1l
c
ll
fo und them in 46 / S of e ssentially norrnal pa ti ent s.

percentage

YIDS

Vihat the

of teeth nith nodules was not given, but it is

e. frequent observation that if they are roentgenographically
visible in one tooth of a given individual they are rather more
lil:ely than not to be seen in a number or even nearly all of
tre teeth in tl:at mouth.
In a recent conversation with Dr. Stafne the writer learned that at the time of his writing t]:le article he had been
fe8.rful lest his 46% seem a fantastic overstatement.

He was

rerssured by the figures of this present investigation.

.

Of the

.

lLl~'l teeth that shoy/ed ca:i..cii'ic[,tions of some type, 122 or 85%

showed only the fibrillar calcific~tions or microscopically
small denticles, rrh11e but 21, or a sCDnt 15~S, snovied denticles
that could possibly have been visible in a roentgenograph.

So

if St~fne and Szabo found 46% of patients to have macroscopic
denticles in one or more teeth, and these represent but 15% of
ty18

total number of ,.~enticles to be found in a few sections

tal:en of each of many teeth, then one can only conclude l.hat
very few if any people are entirely v,i thout them.
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5.

Sclerosis of the dentin

The term sclerosis was given by Beust to describe the fillinE up of the tubules of the dentin VJith calcific material, so
tDc,t the dentin becomes relatively homogeneous insteo.d of being
honeycombed with the tubules.

Such sclerosis frequently occurs

in isolElted tro.cts dhen the external surface of the involved
tubules is opened, as by abrasion or caries.

(3:633).

So far

fron being Itsoddened" or "softer than normal" (4:271), as Vle
previously quoted Black as believing, these areas are much more
dense than the adjacent dentin.

They do appear darker in groun

srctions when observed by transmitted light, as Black saw them.
This is due to the relatively greater amount of calcium salts
present.

But by reflected light they appear as lighter than

t:ce adjacent dentin.

This is due to the fact tl1at the more

nE:::rly homogeneous subst[~nce of the sclerosed area reflects
lL:ht T(uch better thnn thG tubular dentin, becs.use the tubules
opened in grinding the section D.re present as thousands of tiny
grooves, all of which tend to break up tho light and so fail
to reflect it.
Addi tional evidence that these are[,.s npe more nefu'ly solid
is riven by the TIork of Fish.

(10:51-61).

His staining ex-

r:<riments show thot c17es placed in the pulp ·iJenet;[~r::.te re[lc1ily
L~to

the tubules of the ordinary dentin but fail entirely to

1)enetr~:tte the sclerosed dentin.

These experiments nere carried
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on with monkey's teeth and dog's teeth, both in vivo and in

-

vitro, with very similar results.
human teeth

!£

Similar experiments with

vitro were done with the same results.

B8decker believes the tubules in these areas are filled
with "fat-gaseous cast s ll (5:1180), but by far the most conclusive evidence we have of the actually greater calcification of
these areas is found in the work of Van Huysen, Hodge, Warren,
and Bishop.

They found by means of the Roentgen ray, and a

precision densitometer to measure the relative translucency,
that these areas in ground sections were definitely more radiopaque.

(22:729-38).

The only remaining evidence that has not

been obtained would be that of a microanalysis of a section of
one of these areas to show that a greater amount of calcium is
present.
In plate 36 is shown an inCisor, the tip of which has been
abraded to the dentin.

The characteristic dark area (the spec-

imen was photographed by transmitted light) is seen, where
sclerosis has taken place.

However, sclerosis does not occur

only when the peripheral ends of the tubules are opened, as by
abrasion, caries, cavity preparation, and the like.

Beust has

shown that it also occurs rather regularly in the peripheral
part of the coronal dentin as the tooth becomes older, progressing toward the pulp.

(1:1060).

He has given the term

maturation to this process, because it truly seems to represent a physiologic change to a more mature type of dentin.
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Plate 36 . - Sclerosis of the dentin .
The tip of an incisor abraded to the extent of opening
he dentinal tubules involved in the sclerosed tract , S .
ppears darker than the surrounding dentin, because it was
hotographed by transmitted light .

It

r__--------------------------------------~
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(2:2186).

Since this occurs, not only in teeth without fill-

ings or other dental restorations but also in teeth with int~ct

enamel, it obviously is not related to external irrita-

tions.

By far the greater majority of our specimens showed

sclerosis of some part of the dentin.
6.

Secondary dentin

In the preceding discussion of the changes in the pulp
tissues proper and the calcifications of pulp nodules and
sclerosed dentin, it has been noted that all of these occur
independently of dental restorations.

With secondary dentin

formation such is not the case.
Secondary dentin is somewhat difficult to define.

When

the tooth is first developed, both enamel and dentin develop
rather Simultaneously, having the dentinoenamel junction as
their common starting point.

V{hen the crown is erupted into

the mouth, the outward growth of the enamel is unquestionably
at an end, whatever mayor may not be thought to happen to its
density.

At some similar period the inward growth of the den-

tin presumably comes to an end also, or at least its rate of
growth approximates zero.

Whether this is so or not is ex-

tremely difficult to verify.

It is well known that the thick-

ness of dentin relative to the size of any given tooth in the
denture is quite constant;

that when the dentin grows beyond

this relative thickness, causing the pulp chamber to be rela-
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tively small for that tooth, there can usually be discerned a
line of demarcation indicating, apparently, a pause in growth
in the location of the expected normal.

For these reasons

most histologists believe that the primary dentin is laid down
to a certain fairly normal thickness and that subsequent

grow~

if it occurs, follows a resting period, and is indicated by at
least a slight change in the direction of the dentinal tubules.
Dentin that is thus laid down after the "completion" of the
primary or original dentin is usually called secondary dentin.
Fish takes exception to that definition, admitting only dentin
the tubules of which are not confluent with those of the primary dentin to be secondary dentin.

(10:56).

Euler and Meyer,

however, as noted in Chapter II, do include what Fish calls
"accelerated growth of primary dentin (loc. cit.)" in their
classification of secondary dentin.

(8:41).

Early in the observation of the material collected for
this investigation it was observed that localized formations
of secondary dentin, confined precisely to the inner ends of
the cut dentinal tubules, occurred with great regularity under
the various types of fillings.

Plate 3? shows a buccolingual

section of an upper second bicuspid, taken from a woman 34
years of age.

It had carried a large gold inlay for four

year~

At A the only part of the cavity preparation that is visible
in the plane of this section may be seen;

and at

~,

exactly

covering the inner ends of the dentinal tubules included in
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Plate 37 . - Secondary dentin formed in response to
cavity preparation and filling .
Buccolingual section of an upper second bicuspid.

)cclusal portion of the cavity preparation;

lary dentin;
~icular

C, pulp cyst;

atrophy;

D, denticle;

A,

B, boss of seconE , beginning re -

F, vacuolization of the odontoblasts .
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he oavity preparation, is a boss of secondary dentin.
peoimen, incidentally, may be observed:
~,

ulp;

a dentiole;

!,

Q,

In this

a cyst of the

an early stage of retioular atrophy;

nd F, vaouolar degeneration of the odontoblasts.

Of all of

hese, only the presenoe of the secondary dentin can be laid
efinitely to the cavity preparation and the placing of the
nlay.

The possibility of a oonneotion between the other

hanges and the inlay would be entirely speculative.
But cavity preparations and the placing of dental restortions were not the only observed oauses of secondary dentin
ormation.

In plate 38 is shown a mesiodistal section of a

ower seoond ~.ar, t~en from a woman of 45.
d a

me~iooccl'WIal

ears.

It had contain-

amal,gam tilling for approximately seven

-

At ,A is a tract of secondary dentin formed apparently

n response to theoutting of the occlusal extension of the
avity.

But at

~

is seen secondary dentin that was

ob~iously

resent when the cavity was prepared, since otherwise the pulp
ould have been exposed.

This dentin,then, was laid down in

esponse to the opening of the peripheral ends of the tubules
y caries, instead of by instrument.
xample of this phenomenon.

And at C is seen another

The distal cavity,

~,

near the

ingival line, had just penetrated the enamel and reached the
entin when the tooth was extracted.

The tubules affected by

he caries may readily be traced to the pulp chamber and there
t will be seen that the secondary dentin very precisely covers

Pl ate 38 . - Secondary dentin formed in response to
different stimuli in the same tooth.
Lower second molar which carried a mesioocclusal amalgam
filling for seven years .
the cavity preparation;
the original caries;
vical caries at D.

a,

A, secondary dentin resulting from
B, secondary dentin stimulated by
secondary dentin from the new cer-
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them.
,

Inadd1tion to the opening of dentinal tubules by caries
or a surgical cut, abrasion that reaches through the enamel
and into the dentin, or erosion, will also cauae a formation of
secondary dentin.

Plate:51 abows an upper incisor, without

caries or filling, that was subjected to much abrasion.
enamel has been lost by decalOification;

The

the dentin on the in-

cisal edge has been abraded to the 1eV,1 ot the original pulp
chamber.

At! is a formation ot a.OQ~ dentin that undoubt-

edly started as soon as the abraaiO:$l/~aOhed the dentin and
"1

!\,;(_,"

noW occupies a space that was fO:l"il8~\"~'}
prises part of the incisal edge

p chamber and com-

ot

At

!

is the sec-

"na8 to this abrasion

ondary dentin that has been

on the lingual sur.f'ace, .Q. .A;?~~~r
• ?

}t§<~ ~

,

The result of a cavity preparation""''- be seen in plate 40.

This is a labiolingual section of a lower cuspid, taken from a

woman, 32 years of age, which contained a gingival amalgam filling for seven years.

At A a deposit of secondary dentin may be

observed, corresponding exactly in location to the tubules in-

volved in the cavity preparation.
posit due to incisal abrasion.

At

~

may be seen a small de-

Some vacuolar degeneration of

the odontoblastic layer may also be noticed in this region.
Plate 41 shows this same point.

tsecondary deptin

1

br

the cavity, ~.

~topping

At A is seen an island of

-

the tubules opened by the preparation

. ...
.

'

..
.
'

'
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Plate 39 . - Secondary dentin formed in response
to abrasion .
An upper incisor abraded on the incisal and the lingual
surface .

At A is a deposit of secondary dentin caused by the

incisal wear, and at B a deposit caused by the lingual abrasion.

-
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Plate 40 .

,

Secondary dentin formed in response to
cavity preparation.

Section of a lower cuspid taken from a women 32 years old.
It had contained a gingival amalgam filling for seven years .
A is a deposit of secondary dent in precisely covering the central ends of the tubules involved by the cavity preparation.
B is secondary dentin due to incisal wear .

-
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Plate 41. - Secondary dentin caused by cavity
preparation .
A is a deposit of secondary dentin corresponding exactly
in location to the central ends of the tubules cut in preparing the cavity a t B.
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Plate 42 illustrates a combination of stimuli in an upper
incisor.

At A and A are two proximal cavities;

-

-

the two resulting deposits of secondary dentin.

at Band Bare
While at Q is

seen secondary dentin that was laid down in response to abrasion of the incisal edge of the tooth.
Some of these observations are so conclusive that it can
readily understood why surprise was expressed, when reviewing G. V. Black's work in Chapter II, that he should have fall
into the error of supposing that a local stimulation provoked,
through the intervention of the nervous system, a generalized
production of secondary dentin in all the teeth.

He based this

idea on teeth he had examined, especially those of one mouth
in which abrasion was extensive on all but two unoccluding
in which calcification was exceptionally extensive.

(4:

Had he had the decalcified sections made nowadays, with
and adjacent dentin intact, he would have been able to see
was not to be learned from ground sections of dry teeth
embedded sections of pulps studied separately.
In

stud~ing

the material from the dog experiments, the

result \las always noted.
taken from one of the dogs.

Plate 43 shows a lower incisor
It contained an oxyphosphate cemen

filling for nine weeks, the cavity having been treated with a
1:500 solution of mercuric chlorid before the filling was place
this short time a noticeable deposit of secondary dentin,
laid down, opposite the pOSition of the cavity,

!!.
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Plate 42 . - Secondary dentin resulting from a
combination of stimuli .
Section of a lower incisor with two proxi mal cavities at
and A.

At Band B are two resulting deposits of secondary
t

Intin , and at C is a depos it produced by the irritation of
lcisal abrasion .

9'3

/

Plate 43 . - Secondary dentin formation in a dog .
Lower incisor of dog .

The experimental cavity contained

oxyphosphate of zinc cement filling for nine weeks .

Sec -

dary dentin , A, was laid down opposite the pos ition of the
vity , B.
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Plate 44 shows an upper incisor from the same dog.

The

cavity in this case was allowed to remain open during the entire nine weeks without any treatment whatsoever.
at A, is a deposit of secondary dentin.

Here again,

It is somewhat larger

than that in the preceding tooth, but whether this difference
is due to the difference in depth or location of the cavities
or to the differences in their treatment can only be conjectured.
Plate 45 is a section tw{en from another upper incisor of
this dog.

The cavity,

nine weeks.

~,

contained a silicate filling during

At! is a heavy deposit of secondary dentin.

Plate 46 shows a lower incisor of another one of the dogs.
cavity was cut very deep, quite by accident.

In fact, at

time of operation the pulp seemed virtually exposed, so
that an anodyne was sealed in the cavity with cement.

An exam-

ination of the entire series of sections under the microscope
failed to show an actual exposure, but it may be seen in this
section that the cavity was exceedingly deep and that there was
8.

very heavy deposit of secondary dentin laid down in defense.
is a higher magnification of the incisal portion of

the pulp chamber.

Here again secondary dentin from two sources

of stimUlation may be observed.

At A is the portion produced

since the beginning of the experiment in response to the cutting of the cavity, B.

But at C is seen secondary dentin that

was preexistent at the tim.e of operation, as evidenced by the
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Plate 44 . - Secondary dentin formation in a dog .
TIpper incisor of a dog with experimental cavity left unilled for nine weeks .

Deposit of secondary dentin at A cor-

esponding to the central ends of the exposed dentinal tubul e s.
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Plate 45 . - Secondary dentin formation in a dog .
Another upper incisor from same dog shown in plate 43 .
e cavity, B, contained a silicate cement fil ling for n ine
eks .

A, secondary dentin .
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Plate 46 . - Secondary dentin formation in a dog .
Lower incisor of another animal .
secondary dentin .

B, deep cavity;

A,

The cavity was sealed vii th an anodyne dress -

ing for fifteen weeks .
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Plate 47 . - Higher magnification of plate 46 .
At A is secondary dentin produced in response to the cuting of the cavity , B.

It may be seen to overlap the secondary

.entin at C, whi ch was already present at the time of the opertion , probably in response to incisal wear .
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overlapping of the newer portion, A.

-

~'

'~:'blY

tip of the tooth was pro

;

!~

Abrasion of the incisal

responsible for the deposit at G.

<

The production of s) ; ondary dentin, as Fi sh has observed,
I

"is a specific reaction)

"

peripheral injury of the dentine (10:

76}", but the amount of: t that will be produced would seem

to depend (1) upon the

verity of the injury, (2) the length

of time that elapses,

(3) the individual quality of vitali-

ty and reaction of the

Ip.

The type of secondary dentin,

whether as tubular as

dentin, or less so, or en-

tirely hyaline in char

ter, must depend on how many, if any,

of the odontoblasts s

ive the injury.

Orban has shown quite

conclusively that

dontoblasts do not form dentin, as their

teleological name

infer, but merely contribute the con-

tents of the tubules.
without them, but it
ture.

(14:1572).

Dentin can be formed readily

ill then be entirely nontubular in struc-

(14:1581).
,~1

Fish, in his anlmal experiments, not only cut cavities in
the teeth of the dogs and monkeys (plates 48, 49, 50, 51, and
52), but in addition, after the animals were killed and the

teeth removed, introduced a dye (methyl blue) into the pulp
chamber and allowed it to diffuse through the dentin before
sectioning the teeth.

(10:51-61).

Since he had previously

shown that normal dentin in these animals is freely permeable
to this dye (10:21-31), he showed by his results that the secondary dentin formed over the inner ends of the cut tubules
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Plate 48 . - Facsimile of figures 27 and 28 ,
Fish, (10 : 112 ) .
The left is a photomicrograph of a dog t s tooth in which
the cavity , C, had been filled with cement for eleven weeks .
There is no change visible in the pulp tissue .

The right shows

an identical experiment except that the cavity was allowed to
remain open .

A large boss of secondary dentin , S" was formed

over the cut tubules which we r e sealed by the calcium barrier ,
B.
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Plate 49 . - Facsimile of figure 29, Fish, ( 10:112).
Photomicrograph of a tooth of a monkey .
cavity, C, was made t welve weeks before death .

The experimental
The calcium

barrier, B, and secondary dentin, S, corres pond precisely to
the tubules cut by the cavity.
may be seen at H.

Minute hemorrhages in the pulp
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Plate 50 . - Facsimile of figure 30 , Fish, ( 10:112) .
·Photomicrograph of tooth of dog two weeks after cutting

the experimental cavity .
~bserved

The deposit of calcium salts , B, i s

to extend a short distance up the injured tubules , A,

and forms a barrier between the highly tubular secondary den-

tin , S, which is beginning to form, and the injured primary

dentin • .
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Plate 51 . - Facsimile of figure 31, Fish, (10:113) .
Photomicrograph of monkey rs tooth twelve weeks after cut ting an experimental cavity .

The injured tubules of the pri -

mary dentin are sealed with calcium salts at A.

A calcified

barrier , B, may be seen between the primary and secondary dentin .

The origin of the tubules of the secondary dentin is at T
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Plate 52. - Facsimile of figure 32 , Fish, (10 : 113).
Another experimental cavity of twelve weeks ' duration in
a mOnkey fs tooth .

Irritation to the e rly secondary dentin re -

sulted in a second barrier of calcification being formed .
first barrier;

B, second barrier .

A,
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lermetically sealed these tubules from the pulp, because the
lye entered the normal i4,entin in all other regions except the
)ne tract so sealed.

ThfJ\4:J;8 also penetrated the tubules pres-

~nt in the 'island of secon~ dentin, showing the fibrils to
)e alive there.

A hyaline

barrle~Qf

calcium salts laid down

In an organic matrix was also d$"natrated between the primary
lnd secondary dentin.

It is by tlle;:pr$sence or absence of this
,

)arrier that Fish discriminates

"":~,...

<" •.

be't,wee.,~condary

dentin and

'accelerated growth of primary denttn-as
, before mentioned.
";'"

(loc. cit.).
But he also noticed another typei"';ct reaction to the cut
~avities

which apparently made secondary dentin production un-

lecessary, at least for a, time.
~one

He terms this a "translucent

type of reaction (10:56)", whereby the peripheral ends of

Ghe tubules, instead of the central, become occluded by lime

3alts.

This is in direct correspondence with Beust's

(op~

cit.)

)bservations on sclerosis of dentin following peripheral irri~ation,

vubules.

although it is confined to the peripheral part of the
This translucent zone was first noted by Tomes who

)bserved it under caries.

(21:203).

Fish is the first to

lave seen it under experimental cavities.

Sometimes both

jypes of reactions occurred simultaneously, as shown in plate

53.

This shows.a.n experimental cavity three months old.

)f the groups of tubules, as at
~ium

barrier,

~,

~,

Some

were sealed off by the ca1-

and a deposit of secondary dentin.

The dye
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Plate 53. - Facsimile of figure 26, Fish, (10:112).
Experimental cavity three months old.

At D groups of

tubules sealed off by calcium barrier, H, and deposits of secondary dentin .
tubules .

The dye could not penetrate these groups of

The intervening groups were not sealed off, so that

the dye was abilie to penetrate them almost to the cavity, C,

except for the translucent zone, TZ.

I
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could not penetrate the tubules from the pulp chamber.

Inter-

vening groups of tubules were not cut off at their central
ends, so that the dye penetrated them almost to the cavity, C.
The dye did not quite reach the cavity, however, because the
translucent zones, TZ, sealed the tubules at their peripheral
ends.

Additional primary dentin,

!,

(according to Fish's

definition) was added, in those areas where the fibrils had
remained alive and the tubules permeable, so that the whole
deposit had a regular outline.
Since neither our human or dog material was treated with a
dye like methyl blue, because of the methods of fixation, it
is not impossible that some of these bosses of secondary dentin
observed in our specimens are composed in part of what Fish
calls true secondary dentin, occluding tracts of dead fibrils,
and in part of the Class I type of secondary dentin of Euler
and Meyer (op. cit.) which is in fluid communication with the
original primary dentin.
Fish also states that in 3% of his experimental cases, a
more severe type of reaction occurred in the pulp, so that
lesions in the peripheral areas resembling granulomata sometimes appeared instead of secondary dentin.
54 shows such a case.

(10:72).

Plate

At C is a granulomatous mass, while at

S is a boss of secondary dentin.

These indicate

ua

difference

in the severity of the reaction at different points along the
pulp margin under the injured tract of tubules (10:73 )~t

The
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Plate 54 . - Facsimile of figure 39, Fish, (10:114).
Severe pulp reaction to experimental cavity in a tooth of
a monkey .

Duration of experiment , ten Iveeks .

C, Ct

,

granu-

lomatous ma sses alternating with islands of secondary dentin,
S,

s t.

B, calcium barriers;

A, resorption of dentin .
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remainder of the pulp is normal, these granulomatous areas being quite local.

Fish also states that on rare occasions the

pulp dies from a peripheral injury to the dentin, and in some
other cases, no reaction whatever i8 observable, the dentin be"

ing unsealed at either the peripheral or central end.

(10:?4).

It is Fish's conclusion (10:83) that the translucent zone
just below the lesion is due to sclerosis of the primary dentin
and "occurs when the contents of the tubules", 1.e., the fibrils, "are irritated, but.not destroyed (10:84)."

While the

secondary dentin at the pulpal ends of the tubules is produced
"in response to a necrosis of the primary dentine (10:83)."

·CllAPl'ER

IV

CONCLUSIONS

· OH.1PTER'IV
hun~edhuman

teeth and eighty canine

teeth were available for this &tud7.

From the study of this

Approximately two

material and the literature

be~1ns

on the subject# it is con-

cluded:
First, that our conception of a normal pulp must be materially altered.

Instead of the ideal
being thought uniquely
,
'

normal, an average pulp, with the common involutionary changes
of tissue, such as vacuolar degeneration of the odontoblastic
layer, reticular atrophy# occasional cysts, and the like,
should be substituted in our concept.

The presence of calci-

fications in the pulP# also, seems well within the pale of the
normal.

The possibility of these bodies causing disturbance

either locally or systemically seems very remote.
Second, that of all the changes that can occur in the pulp
and surrounding dentin, the production of a translucent zone
of sclerosed dentin at the periphery of the dentin or of secondary dentin seems to be the only two that may follow

directl~

as effect from cause, the irritation of cavity preparation and
a subsequent filling operation.

Evidence has been adduced that

fillings of silicate cement cause tissue damage to the pulp if
placed in freshly cut, non-carious cavities.

The same result

might be expected if a carious cavity were extended widely into
110
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sound dentin for retention or immunity during cavity preparation.

Other types of filling materials seem to have no effect

whatever on the tissues of the pulp.

It must be added that

while barrier formation and secondary dentin formation appear
to be the only tissue changes resulting from the procedures of
operative dentistry, the converse is by no means true.

These

changes also occur if the dentinal tubules are opened at their
periphery by any other means, as by caries, abrasion, erosion,
or trauma, and they may even be induced experimentally by drugs,
such as paraformaldehyde.
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